Bridging Ages Annual Report 2019
It gives me great pleasure to present the Annual Report 2019. This is our first online AGM. COVID19, with
all the negativities of death and hardship, also forced us to evaluate how we can do the same things a little
differently, substituting in-person exchanges with technology-enabled, virtual gatherings. The 2020
conference, originally planned to take place in Turkey, had to be postponed.
When I reflect on the past year, I am struck by many events and trends: the devastating effect of the climate
change, human rights violations, xenophobia, gender violence, racism, poverty and inequality. And many
more.
While there are many different methods in addressing these issues, we in the Bridging Ages network are
utilising Time Travel and the Applied Heritage method, an experiential approach in supporting education,
community building and promoting social cohesion. From the country I represent, South Africa, the Time
Travel method focuses on community building leading to dynamic educational and public events. We are
interpreting historical sites that are identified by the people, and have even gone further in using the
method in healing and therapy.
In 2019, the Board embarked upon a situational analysis. The outcome of this analysis resulted in the
development of a three-year strategic plan for years 2020- 2022, adopted in September 2019. Aligned with
the strategic plan is a yearly Action Plan.

Bridging Ages Board - Strategic Plan









Emphasis on networking, cooperation, partnership, (social) inspiration, and mentorship between
the Bridging Ages countries.
Develop methodological material for use in various countries.
Remain active in communication, social media, newsletters and website.
Engage the board and, if possible other members, in working with groups to delegate
responsibilities.
Remain aware of the contemporary issues in society, trends in heritage and the needs and
opportunities of the Bridging Ages countries.
If possible, with countries working together, organize training on the Time Travel method, on
various levels, including academic.
Develop the administrative and practical work of the board and the secretariat.
Develop a fundraising structure which will support the organization’s educational endeavours.

Country-level
 Implement and promote the Time Travel method locally, regionally and nationally.
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Consolidate the Time Travel method and the regional/ national Bridging Ages organization to build
a stronger network within the country/ region. Connect the local organizations to the international
network.
Organize capacity building and training on the Time Travel method.
Partner with schools, museums, universities and NGOs.
Establish viable fundraising methods.





The highlights for the year 2019 are as follows:
Estonia


During September2019, the 15th Annual Conference was held at the Estonian National Museum in
Tartu, Estonia. Delegates attending the conference came from Hungary, South Africa, Lithuania,
Latvia, Finland, Sweden and Estonians. The topic: “Freedom to/in Time Travel” explored the
questions: Does this method give us freedom in modern society and can we contribute to our
society by practising this method? This is further elaborated in the country’s report.



In an internation first, Estonia held a national Time Travel Event in May 2019 where all schools
across Estonia conducted a Time Travel to 1869 at the same time, on the same day. This is mindboggling. Planning and coordination throughout their country where 7000 youth participated was
an amazing achievement.

Sweden: Kalmar County Museum


The Crossroads in History Project is facilitated by Kalmar County Museum with museums from
Poland, Germany and Lithuania. Within the project the Time Travel method is used to better
understand the challenges in the various regions through a cultural- historical perspective.



Creative Force, Gender-based Violence in Tanzania. Is a collaborative project with Church in
Sweden and church organisations in Tanzania, facilitated by Kalmar County Museum. trains staff on
the Time Travel method in addressing this topical issue.



Academic course in Sweden. Several persons within the Bridging Ages network are connected to
research studies at their local university. The academic course was a partnership between Kalmar
County Museum and Linnaeus University, co-ordinated by Ebbe Westergren. Fifteen Participants
gathered for six days from seven countries (South Africa, Sweden, Turkey, Brazil, Serbia, Latvia and
the USA). For the first time, many of the participants experienced a Time Travel to the future, the
year 2069. Refer to Bridging Ages December 2019 newsletter.

South Africa


This was also a busy year for South Africa. The National Department of Arts and Culture proposed
a Residency Programme for Ebbe Westergren with joint planning with Bridging Ages South Africa.
To South Africa’s advantage, Ebbe had just retired and was available to participate. The objective
was to strengthen institutional and programmatic capacity in five provinces. to use the Time Travel
method. More than 100 institution members across five provinces were trained. In addition, there
were seminars held at two universities and much more.



Time Travel and Therapy is a new area that is being piloted.
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A highlight in Turkey was a presentation by Hakan and Cem in Istanbul, the capital city, on “ Using the Time
Travel Method in a Tourism Area”
In Finland, the regional and national programme in 2019 consisted of Time Travels to many different periods
and of a “ World Heritage Agents” program with a focus on cultural environment.
Latvia:
Tukums Museum is the leading institution representing Bridging Ages. Tukums Museum has initiated a
networking, informal platform for about 70 museum educators from 40 museums.
Kenya:
Bridging Ages Kenya (BAK) held online meetings to discuss their sustainability plan. Bridging Ages Maseno
University organized two sets of trainings on Time travel methods with new members, including a Time
Travel event and on gender- based violence at Kisumu Museum. In Marsabit County the focus is very much
on community building. Two Sisters’s Church in Kalmar contributed in constructing a new school in a small
desert village.

Board Election: The board members are elected on a two year, staggered term. The election was held in
June and the new Board took office after the conference in September 2019. Until September 2019, we
were led by Annina Ylikoski, the outgoing President. We thank her for her leadership and commitment. I
hope to advance the cause of BA with the same vigour and enthusiasm. We also extend our thanks to
outgoing Vice President, Johanna Ejderstedt. We wish her all the best in her new employment.
Bridging Ages Board.
President, Gulshera Khan, South Africa
Vice President, Tina Lindström, Sweden
Board members:
Monica Mattbäck- Finland, Scott Green-USA, Steven Labarakwe- Kenya, Sandra Uktveryte- Lithuania, Agrita
Ozola- Latvia, Pille Rohtla- Estonia and Hakan Adanir – Turkey Honorary President: Ebbe Westergren
Meetings: There were Eight board meetings and 3 newsletters during this period. All are uploaded on the
Bridging Ages website. on 6 February, 6 March, 9 April, 19 June, 4 September, 24 October and 4 December.
Newsletters: April, June and December.
Office: The administrative office was shared between Kalmar County Museum, Sweden and Regional
Council of Ostrobothnia, Finland.

My first task when taking over, as President was to review the historical practice, to address sustainability
and areas of governance. In consolidating, strengthening and enhancing the work of Bridging Ages,
Committees on Constitution and Governance, Communication, Elections, Capacity Building and Fundraising
were established together with Terms of Reference for each committee.
The Constitution and Governance Committee in developing the new constitution has gone through many
consultative processes, aligned with the requirements of Sweden’s practice, but with the space to elaborate
or respond via Regulations in meeting specific needs for the growth and functioning of the organisation.
Today, we will present the constitution as the first step towards the Sustainability Plan. Parallel to this are
the Operational Guidelines, with the development of Core Values, Operations, Regulations and Policies. We
have made significant progress. These documents will clearly command and give clear outline of the
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organisational structure and accountability of BA. While this is so, the work and engagement with members
are equally important.
Here, I am reminded of Mahatma Gandhi “ You must be the Change you wish to see in the world”

I am constantly motivated by the fact there are members in our network, who have the passion,
commitment, drive and perseverance to make a difference. In this, we have hope. In each country, town,
museum and community, I want to acknowledge the many volunteers that are passionate about the Time
Travel method. Many are You, the members. Truly inspiring work has been done over the years. Let us
continue. Feel free to reach out to the Board.
Together with the above, Promoting Social Cohesion is a critical area in Bridging Ages work. This is first
reflected amongst ourselves. There are connectedness and solidarity amongst us, i.e. embracing one
another as equals. This talks to tolerance, diversity, working at the level of people and understanding
cultural practices of countries.
In closing, I wish to pay tribute to the leadership of the organisation since its inception. We can only aspire
to build on their rich legacy. Over the years, a network of skilled and experienced Time Travel practitioners
has emerged. The growth of the organisation requires their continued engagement. I am highly appreciative
of a supportive Board.
I also want to place on record our appreciation and thanks to Kalmar County Museum, who have been
proactive and done pioneering work in over twenty countries for two decades. Bringing us together for one
purpose - “improve the quality of life and addressing contemporary issues”- using heritage and culture is
a remarkable achievement.
In South Africa, we say “Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu”. Literally, this translates into “I am through
others.” More philosophically, it means a belief in a universal bond of sharing that connects all humanity. I
believe that this is also what Bridging Ages is ultimately about - to contribute, to make a difference.
I will be failing in my duty if I do not close in Mandela’s words.
“ It always seem impossible until it is done”

I thank you
Gulshera Khan
President
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A total of seven trips were made abroad including
nine training workshops, nine Time Travel Events
and four presentations at international
conferences. 1187 people participated in the
events abroad, 860 adults and 327 children.

Bridging Ages Worldwide
SWEDEN

Bridging Ages, through Kalmar County Museum,
received support from the Swedish Arts Council
for the Bridging Ages office and administrative
work at the museum.
Nordplus, Heritage, Integration and Social
Cohesion
The Nordplus project Heritage, Integration and
Social Cohesion continued. The project has
partners from Norway, Sweden, Finland and
Estonia. Within the project, each actor is working
on developing and evaluating methods where
cultural heritage is used as a resource in the work
on integration and social cohesion. Kalmar
County Museum work has been directed to local
heritage organizations in the municipality of
Mönsterås. The project runs between 2019-20.

Kalmar County Museum
The educational method used in all activities is the
Time Travel Method. In 2019, the focus was on
strengthening partnerships, sustainability and
visibility. More than 100 Time Travel events, were
held in Sweden, mainly with schools. We also had
exhibitions, educational programs, guided tours,
trainings for various target groups, lectures, city
walks and special events.

South Baltic, Crossroads in History
A presentation was held at Uppsala University on
how cultural heritage can be a tool in combatting
gender-based violence and FGM with examples
from the project in Tanzania. The project runs
between 2018-2020 and is funded by the Swedish
Institute: Creative Force.

The Crossroads in History project is a project with
museums from Germany, Poland, Lithuania, and
Sweden. Within the project, the Time Travel
method is used as a method to better understand
the challenges in the various regions through a
cultural-historical perspective. The project runs
between 2019 and 2021 and is funded by EU,
Interreg South Baltic.
Creative Force, Gender-based violence in
Tanzania
A collaborative project with Church of Sweden
and church organizations in Tanzania to support
efforts against gender-based violence and female
genital mutilation in Tanzania started. Kalmar
county museum trains staff at the two local
church organizations in Tanzania in the Time
Travel method. Time Travels are developed with
local connection and relevant issues (female
genital mutilation, child marriage, harmful
persons) and focus is on how to find structures for
implementation and sustainability. In December,
KCM presented the Time Travel method and
organized a Time Travel event at the conference
“Faith in Action for Gender Justice” in Dar es
Salaam, Tanzania. Over 100 representatives from
civil society organizations and ministries
attended.

Bridging Age Conference in Estonia
KLM's employees gave two presentations in
Estonia: on Time Travels to the future and on the
cooperation project in Tanzania.
Staff from the Education Department attended
“Schweden Fest" in Wismar, Germany in August,
together with Kalmar Municipality. A
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presentation on the Time Travel method was held
and a Time Travel to the Middle Ages organized
together with the City Museum in Wismar.

Network (BARK), administrated by the Regional
Council of Ostrobothnia.

Kalmar county museum participated in “Human
Rights Days” in Linköping, Sweden, where the
museum's international work was promoted.
Academic Time Travel course
During the autumn, Kalmar County Museum,
together with LNU, conducted a six days’
academic course on the Time Travel Method and
Applied Heritage, focus was on research.
Professors from LNU and staff from KCM gave
lectures and held seminars.

Annina Ylikoski, Manager of BARK, has been the
President of Bridging Ages from 2015 until
September 2019. The Bridging Ages office was at
that time shared between BARK, Finland and
Kalmar County Museum, Sweden
BARK consists of 16 municipalities and celebrated
its’ 10-year anniversary in 2019. There are three
persons working for BARK, two of them with
international relations. Funds for the network
come half from the Ministry of Education and
Culture, half from the Regional Council. The
international work needs constant project
funding and applications.
Target goals for 2019 were:
- about 100 Time Travels in the region
- a new international collaboration and project
- a new art form collaboration
- two new areas in Finland introduced to the
Time Travel method

Fifteen persons from seven countries participated
(South Africa, Brazil, USA, Sweden, Turkey and
Serbia). The course was co-ordinated by Honorary
President of Bridging Ages Ebbe Westergren

FINLAND

Contemporary issues common in Time Travels
are: Integration/migration, democracy, identity,
human rights/gender, conflict.
The regional and national program in 2019
consisted of Time Travels to many different times
and of a “World Heritage Agents” program with
focus on the cultural
environment.
Monica Mattback
from Finland is a
board member
on Bridging Ages

BARK, Ostrobothnian Children’s Culture
Network
The organization working with Bridging Ages in
Finland is the Ostrobothnian Children’s Culture
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Turkey

Goperatif
The office of Bridging Ages in Turkey is in
Giresun and the organization Goperatif (Black
Sea Association for Ecological Development).
Time Travels are also organized in Izmir and
Manisa on the Mediteranean coast.

Black Sea Rallies and Programs
Bridging Ages Turkey organized DADDrally
Black Sea 2019. Hakan Adanir and Cem Mutlu
Türkseven made a presentation on Time
Travels at Giresun Island during the sailing.

Time Travel programs
Goperatif has arranged 225 Time Travels with
4500 participants and 5 trainings with 250
Participants in 2019.

Bridging Ages Turkey has prepared a project
for the Black Sea Basin Programme in 2020.
This project includes Time Travel programs in
Greece, Turkey and Georgia.

Presentation in Istanbul

Meeting with Turkish municipalities

Hakan Adanir and Cem Mutlu Türkseven
attended CNR BOAT SHOW 2019 in ISTANBUL
and made a presentation on “Using the Time
Travel Method in a Tourism Area.” They talked
about the Time Travels at Giresun Island, which
has been going on for several years.

Hakan Adanir introduced the Bridging Ages
network and talked about the success of the
Time Travel method in rural development to
400 municipal representatives at the project
and financing meeting of Turkish municipalities
in Afyon.
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Albania, Symposium on Nature-Based Tourism

ESTONIA

Ayşegül Çi, board member of Bridging Ages
Turkey, introduced Bridging Ages and the Time
Travel Method at an international symposium in
Albania. The symposium was called “NatureBased Tourism as a Contributor to Regional
Sustainable Development” and attracted
delegates from various parts of Europe. It was
hosted by Alfred Toepfer Academy for Nature
Conservation BalkaNatureNet (BNN) Protection
and Preservation of Natural Environment in
Albania (PPNEA). In her presentation, Aysegül
explained the Time Travel method and how it is
successfully implemented in Giresun Island for
the protection of Ecosystems, “Time Travel as a
method for nature-based tourism in Giresun,
Turkey”.

The people conducting Time Travels in Estonia are
volunteers, primarily teachers and museum
employees. The leaders are the Estonian History
and Civic Teachers Association and the Estonian
National Museum. We have a FB group
„Ajarännak” (Time Travel), where we share
information about trainings and Time Travels.

Hakan Adanir together with other representatives
participated in the Academic Time Travel course
in Sweden. He is a representative on Bridging
Ages board.

During the year, over 6450 people participated in
Time Travels and trainings and 53 people took
part in the Bridging Ages international
conference.
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 12.11 We wrote a basic scenario for the Time

The following is a list of activities 2019

Travel event. 40 people participated.
11.01. The first national Time Travel in 1918
was nominated for the Estonian annual
museum award “Muuseumirott” (Museum
rat) as the Promotor of Museum Education
2018.

 In 2018/2019, three Time Travel events were

held on Soviet Estonia in the year 1980 with
Tallinn City Museum, 90 participants. Also, two
Time Travel events to the Middle Ages, 130
participants.

 01. Trainings for the second national Time

 2019 three Time Travels to 1869 were held at

Travel event: “Preparations for the first
Estonian song festival 1869”, celebrating 150
years of the first National Song Festival (The
Estonian song festivals have been added to the
UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage List).

childrens’ summer camps at Estonian National
Museum, altogether 75 participants.

Bridging Ages International Conference
 16.01/30.01.

Scenario writing trainings in
Tallinn (Tallinn City Museum) and Tartu
(Estonian National Museum). A total of 70
people participated.

Conference venue: Estonian National Museum,
Tartu, Estonia

 16.04. Scenario debriefing in Tartu, at Tartu

Song Festival Museum. 30 people participated.


02–04.05 Second national Time Travel event:
“Preparations for the first Estonian song
festival, 1869” took place, around 6000 people
participated.



02.05 Audentes Private School and the
Estonian National Museum Time Travel to
1869, 50 participants.

The following is an overview of the Bridging Ages
15th international conference, compiled by Kaari
Siemer.

 10-12.09 Bridging

Ages
international
conference in Tartu at the Estonian National
Museum, 53 participants.

During September 9-13, we were happy to host
the Bridging Ages International 15th Annual
Conference "FREEDOM to/in Time Travel. Can we
see the future?" at Estonian National Museum,
Tartu.

 10. Training for the third national Time Travel

“The Tartu peace treaty, 1920”. Historical
background: The Tartu peace treaty was
formed on 02.02 1920 between the Republic
of Estonia and Soviet Russia. The treaty ended
the Independence war, in which Estonia had
prevailed and secured its independence from
Soviet Russia. The Tartu peace treaty is one of
the most important political deals in the
history of this country.

The conference brought together Time Travel
specialists and those interested in Time Travel to
discuss best practices and to exchange
experiences. Delegates of the conference came
from Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia, Finland, Sweden
and
Estonia.
The
topic
of
the
conference, "FREEDOM to/in time travel",
explored whether this method gives us the
freedom to talk about problematic or taboo topics
of modern society and if we contribute to the
society by doing so.

 15.10 The first day of training, during which we

introduced the Time Travel method and had
presentations by historians on the politics and
life of that time. 40 people participated.
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Conference themes
 How does Time Travel as a method contribute
to the maintenance and development of
democratic processes and personal freedom
in society?


Are freedom and responsibility incompatible?



The meaning of freedom, can it mean
different things to different groups?



Can we see the future by looking at the
current global processes? Can Time Travels
help us with this?

benefits that can be gained in case of applying the
already existing technologies in the global level.

 Johanna Björkholm focused on Intangible
Cultural Heritage in the light of the Unesco
Convention for the safeguarding of the
intangible cultural heritage. She focused on
the two aspects – knowing how and knowing
what – practical knowledge of the traditional
culture and awareness of it.

During two conference days, best practices were

Keynote Speakers

discussed, and outstanding experiences were
exchanged. How to deal with different problems
in society using the Time Travel method?
Remarkable examples were given about starting
with an integration project in Finland, Time Travel
event to the year 2068 in Sweden and an example
of how to fight against gender-based violence in
Tanzania. The discussions were sharp, enjoyable
and lively.

Merilin Piipuu (Estonian Cultural Ministry),
Marten Kaevats (Government Office of Estonia)
and Johanna Björkholm (National Expert
Committee of Intangible Cultural Heritage in
Finland).
In her presentation,
 Merilin Piipuu was discussing the meaning of
freedom and asking can we put freedom into a
museum? The process of transforming the
Museum of Occupations to the Vabamu
Museum of Occupations and Freedom as an
example.

Our Time Travel event on the second conference
day took us back to the year 1869, some months
before the first Song Festival was about to take
place in Tartu. The peasants of Erastvere Manor
came together to talk about how to plan the trip
to Tartu and discuss why women are not welcome
to perform at the public event. Journalists,
couriers, pastors and schoolteachers from abroad
joined them, as their task was to write about the
local life to the people of their homeland to

 Marten Kaevats focused in his presentation on
the possibilities of the digital society, creating
safe sharing spaces for new ideas and the
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educate them and broaden their view of the
world.

LITHUANIA

The post-conference study trip took us to
Setomaa – a land of rich history as after the
Second World War one part of the Seto people
are living in Estonia and the other part on the
Russian side. Seto people are famous for the
colourful national clothes and noteworthy silver
jewellery of Seto women. Also for the Seto leelo –
the multi-tone singing tradition. In 2009, UNESCO
added the Seto leelo to the list of Intangible
Cultural Heritage, thus recognising this unique
and ancient singing culture and acknowledging its
need for protection.

Gargzdai land museum
Gargzdai land museum in Klaipeda district was
invited to join the international Project
“Crossroads in History” in July 2019. Together
with partners from Sweden, Poland, Germany
and Lithuania, museum staff is trained in the Time
travel method. Gargždai Area Museum is fairly
new to the Time Travel concept.

Excursion visit: Värska Farm Museum and it´s
Teahouse Tsäimaja. The bus tour took us further
(with surprising opportunity to drive into
Russia) to visit a local soap-maker at Vana Jüri
Seebipood.

The Lithunian partners in the project, Klaipeda
University, Gargzdai land museum and History
museum of Lithuania Minor, prepared the second
partner meeting in Klaipeda in December
2019. In this workshop the topic was on
conceptualising migration and social cohesion
processes. Project partners also discussed the
project work plan, Time Travel development and
the way forward.

In Obinitsa we learned about the Setos way of
life, ate some traditional Seto food and drank
traditional drink Hansa, a homemade rye vodka,
at Taarka’s House and Kitchen - Taarka Tarõ
Köögikõnõ. On top of that, one member of the
group, celebrating her birthday, was dressed up
as Seto in Obinitsa Museum, wearing all the
wonderful silver jewellery, and the beautiful local
women demonstrating us how the Seto
leelo sounds.

The organizational group created the Time Travel
scenario, historical background and the Time
Travel to the XIII Century: “The Teutonic Order in
Klaipeda Castle and Curonian Balts in 1252“. All
partners took a role in the Time Travel event and
afterwards we had a reflection.
The museum has started to research historical
sources related to a local site in the Western part
of Lithuania connected to migration, for a coming
Time Travel event.
Gargzdai land museum had two representatives
at the Bridging Ages international conference in
Tartu.

Pille Rohtla- Board Member of Bridging Ages

Laura Martinkienė
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educators, one summer seminar for museum
educators and three seminars for teachers.

LATVIA

The three-year plan includes:
 Establish training courses for capacity building
in the Time Travel method on regional and
national level.
 Emphasize connection between the academic
field and the practical field in common projects
and courses.
There were representatives from Latvia attending
the conference in Estonia, including the Academic
course in Sweden

Tukums Museum

Agrita Ozola is one of the pioneers of Bridging
Ages organisation and a member of the Board

Tukums museum is the leading institution
representing Bridging Ages in Latvia. In order to
strengthen a cooperation of museum educators in
Latvia, Tukums museum has initiated and
developed an informal platform for museum
educators NEDARBNICA. About 70 museum
educators from 40 museums participated already
in 2017-2018 in seven seminars.

USA/ CANADA

Since late 2018 NEDARBNICA is related to the
Society of Latvian Museums. This makes the
group more visible and popular. A developing
course for experienced museum educators has
already been organised for 3 groups and about
120 participants. NEDARBNICA Summer Seminars
have started in cooperation with The Promotional
Society of Museology in the Baltics. 35 museum
educators
from
different
municipalities
developed competencies of their staff, in Eastern
Latvia, Rēzekne and Ludza, in August 2019.
There is an agreement between Tukums Museum
and Latvian Academy of Culture on cooperation.
A study course on Museum Education was
included in the Masters of Arts program on
Heritage and Museum Studies as well as a course
for Museum professionals.

The United States/ Canada arm of Bridging Ages is not
a large network at present though we hope to change
that in the coming years. US-CA Bridging Ages is led by
Scott Green who is assisted in some ventures by his
colleague Donna Larsen. During the last three years
they have built a Time Travel presence in Dawson City,
Yukon, Canada with workshops and Time Travel
events.

There are many museums organising different
seminars for teachers. The leading institutions in
using the Time Travel method are Tukums
museum, Latvian War Museum, Cēsis History and
Art Museum, Ventspils Museum, Bauska Castle
Museum and others

Bridging Ages Time Travels were established by Jon
Hunner at New Mexico State University and though Jon
has retired from this venture, Scott and Donna
continue to maintain a network of living history
performers who help with occasional events in the
region. This year Scott was successful in collaborating
with Casa San Ysidro, a historic site near Albuquerque,
to establish a Time Travel program.

Several Time Travel activities took place during
the year: two Time Travel trainings for museum
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new office bearers. BAMU has two constituent
teams each having its own team of officials:
 The Main Campus Team in Maseno township
 Kisumu Campus Team in Kisumu town
The two teams held two(2) sets of trainings on
Time travel methods with the new members were
carried out.
 The first training was on Bridging Ages, its
functions, operations and composition from
international to local level
 The second set of training was on The Time
Travel method
After the second training students took time to
brainstorm on issues of interest to them and the
following topical issues were agreed upon: Sexual
harassment, gender-based violence, democracy,
peace building and social cohesion
During this session, a Time Travel on genderbased violence in the university was enacted at
Kisumu Museum with the two BAMU teams
sharing the event.

Dawson City Courthouse Time Travel to Yukon
Territory 1897. Scott Green (red shirt) is an active

Bridging Ages Board member.

KENYA

Bridging Ages Kenya (BAK) Board meeting online
to discuss the way forward for the national
chapter. This resulted in the following resolutions:
 Completion of registration process by
members working on a constitution for BAK
 Members agreeing to actively seek funding by
writing proposals collectively as a team that
involves National Museums of Kenya, Kenyatta
University, Kisumu Municipality schools,
TICAH and Maseno University
 Work towards a national meeting so that
elections are held and teams scheduling tasks
for the year early next year.

Bridging Ages Kenya (BAK) is the Kenya chapter
for Bridging Ages International (BA) formed in
2011 and with membership in 5 main institutions
(Kenyatta University, National Museums of
Kenya, Maseno University, TICAH, and selected
primary and secondary schools in Kisumu town)
across six counties in Kenya. Also, Marsabit
County and Bridging Ages Northern Kenya (BANK)
is connected to Bridging Ages and Time Travels. As
composed currently, BAK is a network bringing
together different Bridging Ages Teams.

Marsabit County

The key highlights in the BAK calendar include:
Bridging Ages Maseno University (BAMU)
Bridging Ages Maseno University chapter
inducted new members who joined the university
in September 2019. They carried out elections of
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Community Building is the main focus area. The
partnership with external organizations like
Bridging Ages, Kalmar county museum, Linnaeus
University and Two Sisters’ Church in Sweden
have given inspiration and support to local
organizations and communities in northern
Kenya. Through education and development,
people have widened their perspectives and have
learned to accept changes in life.

Conference in Mpumalanga, a Time Travel
seminar was held at the University of Pretoria. In
total, approximately 100 persons were trained
nationally, about 65 Time Travel Events were
held across South Africa during the year. This is
not conclusive as over 35 institutions, nationally
are implementing the Time Travel method.

Residency program for Ebbe Westergren
South African National Department of Arts and
Culture, International Relations (DAC) motivated
and supported the programme. Hosted by
Freedom Park in collaboration with Bridging Ages
South Africa. There were two sections, April/ May
and October/November, 8 weeks in total.

Some contemporary issues that are in focus:
 Gender equity and FGM
 Nomadism
 Conflicts and peace building
 Water
 Food security

Objectives
 Support the development of the Time Travel
method in South Africa and consolidation of
Bridging Ages South Africa.
 Strengthening Institutional and Programmatic
capacity in the Provinces, in the use of the
Time Travel method, and connect to Bridging
Ages South Africa and its organizations.

Two Sisters’ Church in Kalmar became involved in
building a new school in a small desert village,
Civicon, Marsabit county, 130 kilometres north of
Ngurunit, in 2018. The community set up a school
committee, which was co-ordnated by Bridging
Ages Board member, Steven Labarakwe. The
school started in January 2019 with about 50,
four to five year old children. Two local teachers
were employed, and the children were served a
meal every day. The women in the community,
mostly illiterate, began attending the school in
the afternoons and were taught reading and
writing skills by a local volunteer.

The planning of the Residency Programme began
towards the end of October 2018, with
continuous communication and planning with
BASA team (Gulshera and Andy), Freedom Park,
DAC and respective key persons in the Provinces.
Jointly, there was additional lobbying with
Provincial Stakeholders to assess needs and plan
accordingly to meet the said objectives.

SOUTH AFRICA

Kwa-Zulu Natal
KZN Museum Service organized a one-day
capacity building workshop, both for future Time
Travel champions and for beginners, at KwaMuhle
Museum in Durban. 38 participants from ten

In 2019, Bridging Ages in South Africa focussed
on strengthening institutional and programmatic
capacity in the provinces in the use of the Time
Travel method. Several capacity-building
activities took place during the year, such as:
mentorship in 5 provinces, National Oral History
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museums/ heritage organizations in the province
took part.

students at a weekend camp for the OHASA ( Oral
History Association of South Africa) Conference.

There were several working sessions on the
development of the Educational manual with
teachers and Port Shepstone Twinning
Association (PSTA) members.
25 October, KZN Museum Service and PSTA.
Facilitators: Radikobo Ntsimane, Gulshera Khan
and Ebbe met with representatives from the
Kokstad Museum in Durban in identifying and
planning session.

Gauteng
A two-day capacity building workshop, both for
future Time Travel champions and for beginners,
organized at Freedom Park. 33 persons from 12
museums & heritage organizations participated.
A Time Travel event at Ga Mohle building as part
of the workshop.

8 Oct, Time Travel event in Middelburg on
Solomon Mahlangu 1978 with 150 people,
including the Deputy Minister, at the National
Oral History Conference. Very successful.

Visits and discussions with Museums in Gauteng
were: Ditsong - National Cultural History
Museum, Tswaing Crater, Paul Kruger, Pioneer,
Sammy Marks & Military History Museum Sophiatown, Apartheid, Constitution Hill and
Freedom Park. Time Travel programmes were
discussed at each Museum, including stories, key
questions, and activities.

9 Oct, Presentation by Gulshera and Ebbe on Time
Travel method and Oral History,also at the
National Oral History Conference.
North West Province
Host: NW Department of Arts, Culture, Sports and
Recreation. Facilitators: Andy Peterson, BASA and
Ebbe Westergren. Four days training on the
Time Travel method for 20 people from eight
museums in the North West, 14-17 October. A
Time Travel event from 1904 at Mafikeng
Museum was included.

University of Pretoria, a half-day seminar. Host:
Department
of
Archaeology,
Alexander
Antonites. Attendance 15 people from University
of Pretoria, UNISA, University of Johannesburg,
University of Kwa-Zulu Natal, Heritage
Foundation at Voortrekker Monument and
Mpumalanga Education. Presentation theme:
“Time Travel method, the use of Heritage in
Society and Education and the connection to
Universities.”

Port Shepstone Twinning Association
PSTA is an independent NGO. National lotteries
Commission has partly funded the Time Travel
programme.
Job Creation: Job opportunities for 20 persons in
planning, coordinating and facilitating events
were created.

Mpumalanga
Host: Mpumalanga Department of Sport, Culture,
Arts and Recreation, Themba Shilubane.
Facilitators: Gulshera Khan, BASA and Ebbe
Westergren. This included research, development
of scenario and presentations, Time Travel based
on Human Rights Abuse and the Importance of
Oral History.
3-7 Oct, Training and preparation of staff from
Mpumalanga Department, preparation of

Eleven Time Travel Events
Five programmes supported education and
schools, two focussed on events with Child and
Youth Care centres, Time Travel and Therapy. This
is a new area of pilot, internationally. Three
events focussed on commemoration of national
days: Freedom Day, Heritage Day and Human
Rights Day.
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Participants: 200 learners from the surrounding
schools and 1500 adults- Time Travel Public event.



Community Building
The homestead proximity to the site supported
the programme in various ways: storage facility,
change facility, cleaning of the site as part of Site
development and security. The local community
are the beneficiaries, boosting local economy. The
site is signposted as a tourist destination.

International




Bridging Ages Western Cape is a nongovernmental organisation, implementing Time
Travel since 2006. Focus were on:


Lobbying of new partners in the province.



Discussions on training for museum staff
in the province
Hosted four time travel events in 2019 ,
all voluntary



Supported the Residency Programme
and Training



There were two persons represented at
Bridging Ages conference held in Estonia.
– September 2019.
Newly elected presented forwarded a
recorded welcome message as she was
unable to attend the conference.
Three members have also attended the
Academic Course in Sweden – September
2019.

Gulshera Khan of Port Shepstone Twinning
Association was elected the President of Bridging
Age and took office as from October 2019

Gulshera Khan - President
Edit of Country’s Report: Gulshera and Ebbe
Layout: Gulshera
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